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NEWARK STATE TO OPEN ON NEW SITE TODAY

This is the new site of Newark State which will open today with enrollment of 14,000 students.

The New Library To Open

It has been announced that the official opening of the library is scheduled for April 16. This new building, occupying nearly an acre of land, has been under construction for the past three years, employing the services of America's ten biggest architects.

The new reading and study quarters of N.S.T.C. are rumored to be the ultimate in luxury. Besides gold plated bookshelves and marble pillars, the library boasts 317 different rooms, each containing the finest in classics and the latest in popular fiction. The library will be the ultimate in luxury. Besides gold plated bookshelves and marble pillars, the library boasts 317 different rooms, each containing thousands of dictionaries and encyclopaedias, with an absolute guarantee to the student of NO WAITING. There are rooms concerned with every phase of learning, from the youngest to the oldest.

Besides gold plated bookshelves and marble pillars, the library boasts 317 different rooms, each containing thousands of dictionaries and encyclopaedias, with an absolute guarantee to the student of NO WAITING. There are rooms concerned with every phase of learning, from the youngest to the oldest.

The reading room on the 19th floor is lined with comfortable lounge chairs. Students will be on duty constantly to bring all books to students. If a book is not immediately available, the attendant will descend to the vast storerooms below the building to get it. No fines will be charged for overdue books; if a book is kept out long enough, the borrower will be paid 25¢ a day for showing such an interest in literature. But perhaps the most radical policy of the new library will be that of encouraging conversation. Interests will definitely be encouraged; in fact, the librarians may join in at any time. After all, it is not witty conversation one of the chief components of a college.

At the grand opening of the new building, the entire West Point Cadet band will be imported to play the library's new theme song "Make 'n' Whistle." Miss Nancy Thompson will solemnly recite John Cotton Dana's Twelve Famous Rules. Both important literary dignitaries as John Stephen, Matvey Dolkey and Ernest Hemingway, possibly followed by President Eisenhower, will officiate at the ceremony. All students are invited to attend.

April Fool Issue: OPEN ON NEW SITE TODAY

State Defeats Seton Hall

April Calendar

April Fool Day (didn't you know?)

1 April Fool Day (didn't you know?)

2-13 Easter vacation

14 Welcome back tea with Elsa Irene

15 Assembly - Vaughn Monroe's concert

16 Meeting for advertising staff

17 Lonely Hearts Party in Tudor Room

18 Reflector Basquet at Waldorf Astoria - Speaker - Red Buttons

19 Reflector issue

20 Yoyo Contest in Gym

21 Reflector issue

22 Reflector issue

23 Assembly - Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis

24 No school, Reflector will be issued on Monday

25 Beauty Contest in Gym

26 Surprise Day

27 Reflector issue

28 All College Party at Astor Roof

Quips and Quacks

Annette Cascella writes new smash hit - "The Dolkey Sere-nade". When most squirrels hunt for nuts, Bob Squirrel hunts for Irene.

State Gains Entire Floor For Its Operation

After entering the new twelve-story Student Activity Building, the REFLCTOR editorial board discovered that the REFLCTOR office comprised the entire length of the seventh floor. This is the new site of Newark State which will open today with enrollment of 14,000 students.
New Building For N.S.T.C.

The New Newark State Building has finally gone up on a beautiful site overlooking the Passaic River. The Director of Reflector was given the privilege of touring the new building in order to be able to notify the student body of what's in store for them.

There is a special feature appealing to each class level. For the freshmen the administration will provide gold plated nutophomes and foetal pigs already cut up sparing the poor freshmen the task of having to put their hands into a dead animal. They'll just have to look. Every well dressed freshman will be adorned with a gaily plumed hazel cap deemed suitable apparel for the Easter Parade.

The sophomores will be especially pleased. It is forecast that their favorite meeting place will be the basement incinerators which will resemble an amphitheater and will be able to hold all sophomores who would like to spend their time watching the "Moby Dick" burn and can spend joyous hours gleefully throwing in the pages of their own and watching them go up in smoke. Dumb waiters will be provided to carry the sophomores' books from class to class so that the sophomores can enjoy their right to the escalators as well as the rest of the members of the school.

The eye clinic will be on the third floor where sophomores can apply for glasses or have their original prescription strengthened. There are also rooms with dim lights where the sophomores can rest their eyes when they're not at the incinerator. Sight conservation classes will be held for those whose eyes become too weak.

Juniors and seniors will be blessed with 2-way radios on sets on which they can hear the class discussion and ask questions while they knit, eat, smoke, or dance in the huge recreation room. This plan is also wonderful for the instructor if he can carry on these activities while lecturing.

Seniors will be given unannounced awards upon graduation which have lasted four whole years. Of course, there will be an abundance of men to make life in the huge recreation room really enjoyable. It is this reporter's guess that they will be manufactured in the new plant going up across the river.

The cafeterias (six in all) will be open all day and milk may be purchased at any time and each table will always be adorned with flowers and free cigarettes.

The only ones who could possibly suffer in this new situation are the faculty members, for the problem of where to put their offices came up again. The only solution was to put three in a cubby-hole with higher ceilings so that their desks and chairs could be suspended one on top of the other. By means of small rope ladders the instructors will be able to easily reach their private desks.

Obviously the new building will include the following features to benefit all, and now those interested just have to wait twenty years at which time full completion is promised.

Letters to the Editors

Dear Editor,

This is to inform you

Sunday morning,
I trust you will be delighted to learn this.
Sincerely yours,

Dear Editor,

Don't you think this is really sinful?
Yours truly,

REPLICATOR April 1, 1953

April Fool Spirit

You know those noises you hear in the halls, the ones that just seem to come right through the walls;
You look all over the source to
Well there just ain't no source, it's me!

You know those sounds on a cold, winter night?
When your every thought is in trying to keep warm;
When the radiator creeps and you think you'll warm well, that ain't the radiator squeakin' it's me!

You know when you walk through the halls feeling drows
Those weird smells you think you see;
I've got news for you, it's not the lab, see;
Those smells ain't comin' from the lab, it's me!

You know those days when you can't keep awake;
When you wish all your teachers would jump in the lake
Well it ain't the dromers making you sleepy, see;
If it's April Fools Day, you can put the blame on me.

If anything goes wrong on April Fool Day
And you haven't got an excuse and don't know what to say
You can blame me and I'll vouch that it's true,
But if this happens any other time, it ain't me, it's you!

Reflectors gains

(Continued from Page 4)

New Building Feature

From the general consensus of opinion, the architects have managed to include the following features in the new building:

Boring arm chairs with built in secretaries instead of those stuffy lecture chairs smuggled in from medieval torture chambers.

Stairs, stairs, and more stairs! A proposal for elevator service in the new building has been rejected by the faculty and students who feel that the college under close surveillance through T. V. sets and cameras. All conversations were maintained in the copy, to the print department heads were already occupied a small section of the room while the "movers" and the students working on tomorrow's issue.

Finally, three hours later, we reached the copy room. We had to walk, see, since the transportation belt had not yet been installed.

Although the editorial board had not yet begun functioning, department heads were already working on tomorrow's issue. Ten desks, thirty typewriters, and three telegraph machines occupied a small section of the room while the "moving gang" bugging about one hundred cases, was at the far end.

A conveyer belt facilitated transporting copy to the printer's office in Montclair. Copy was placed on the belt and whisked by hot air, the hot air being contained in the copy, to the printer's office in a matter of minutes.

Conference rooms, to the left and to the left sides of the room, would enable reporters to interview the faculty members and staff leaders in private, air-conditioned rooms. All conversations were to be transcribed and then the subject being interviewed would be completely at ease.

This hole kept staring us right in the face, No matter how we looked it stayed big space. And then we found an easy way to solve our great plight.

By naming this article "Doodler's Delight."
BEAUTY CONTEST WINNERS

HELEN FRIZ
HONEY SEIFER
BEVERLY LEVINE

JO-ANN CABELL
SANDY KATZ
HELEN BARN

PATRICIA M. BURKE

MR. FINK AND POP

This Space Was Left For Harvey
Kane Goes On Whaling Voyage

"A whaling we will go", is part of the new song being sung by Ruthie Kane. Miss Kane, an ardent disciple of Herman Melville, is going to the primary source of information by sailing on a whaling ship in search of Moby Dick to find out his side of the story. Sailing with Miss Kane are the lucky seamen of section 5. In charge of the ship is Captain Frances Norrell with her henchmen, who are busily sharpening their harpoons in preparation for their voyage.

Since this will be Ruth's first voyage she is taking an extra supply of sea sick pills and allergy pills in case she becomes allergic to whales. A Ramadan will be given in her honor by her good friends Quee-queg and Ahab who will come to bid her farewell at the wharf.

Advice To The Lornlorn

Is your best date backing out on you? Has that special person you like to hear from stopped calling? Do you feel that almost all his affections are being spent on someone not worthy of them? Do you feel there is nothing you can do to save him from someone else's clutches? There is something you can do about it.... YOU CAN KILL HIM.

There are many painless and interesting methods of doing this job. Since a gun can't be fired without a license and if you get a license it will look suspicious and if you stab him it will be too messy -- the best alternatives are poison and strangling.

It is very easy to acquire poisons. Some of your own cooking might do the trick. If you are bad enough any of the chem students can easily whip up a concoction for you.

Strangling can be accomplished easily if the individual is known to wear a tie. If not and if you can get on good terms for your purpose, try something like smothering him with kisses.

If these methods don't work, write to the lovelorn editor for further advice and look to your answer in this space next year.

Socialite of the Year

Miss Helen Friz, now honey-moonging at Stokes Forest wishes to announce her marriage to Edward Stark of Irvington.

RICHARD FINK

DONALD RAICHLE

Commissar Rychar (Ivan) Flak, class of 1912, has written us that he was driven by an intense force to Upper Lohbovia where he is in charge of the salt mines. His ulterior motive was to be in seclusion so he could drink his vodka in peace. His poor wife Francesko-vitch is so lonesome that she has become a baby buggy pepper.

Sending us many alohas from Waikiki Beach, Hawaii is Private George Georgiee, class of 7, who is busy learning how to do the Hoola Ha. He is so intrigued by the Hawaiian beauties that he sent his wife a grass skirt for Christmas.

Last, right, left, right forward - march is the familiar command barked by Sgt. Donald Raichle as he trains his men at Fort Belvoir, Virginia. Sarge was cited by the commander-in-chief as having the best model U. S. Army. When asked what the secret for success of his training program was Don answered, "Nine hours of marching homework for every two hours of class practice.''

As you all know last Friday and Saturday was the meeting of Eastern-States. As usual informality reigned. Setting the pace was our own Dr. Harriet E. Whiteman, who arrived via dog-sled (equipped to travel by roller skates). Her costume was highlighted by her green wig.

Social of the Year

Mr. Kane, who arrived by the new faster flying ship in search of Moby Dick, was so enraged at Honey's refusal to talk on grounds of inconsideration that he sent her to be hanged by sundown on March 31.

Advice To The Lornlorn

Is your best date backing out on you? Has that special person you like to hear from stopped calling? Do you feel that almost all his affections are being spent on someone not worthy of them? Do you feel there is nothing you can do to save him from someone else's clutches? There is something you can do about it.... YOU CAN KILL HIM.

There are many painless and interesting methods of doing this job. Since a gun can't be fired without a license and if you get a license it will look suspicious and if you stab him it will be too messy -- the best alternatives are poison and strangling.

It is very easy to acquire poisons. Some of your own cooking might do the trick. If you are bad enough any of the chem students can easily whip up a concoction for you.

Strangling can be accomplished easily if the individual is known to wear a tie. If not and if you can get on good terms for your purpose, try something like smothering him with kisses.

If these methods don't work, write to the lovelorn editor for further advice and look to your answer in this space next year.

Mr. Bruce, the champion title-holder, remains, as yet, undefeated. For those of you, wherever you may be, who love an exciting game and find that our little old fashioned game we humbly believe that this one takes the well known cake.

President's Corner

These words of wisdom were overheard coming from the President's office:


Editor's note: The rest of the conversation was too secret to let out at the present time, but watch the cafeteria menu for further information.